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Abstract. Type Theory is a mathematical language with computation rules developed by Per 
blartin-Liif. Type Theory was initially developed as a formalizarion of consrructive mathematics 
but Martin-LGf has pointed out that it can also be viewed as a formal system for the development 
of provably correct programs. Here. a parser for a simple expression language is specified and a 
program derived from the proof of correctness of its specification using the formalism of Type 
Theory. The proof is compared with a proof of the same problem formalized in the Edinburgh 
LCF system. 
1. Introduction 
Type Theory is a mathematical language with computation rules developed by 
Per Martin-LGf [5]. Type Theory was initially developed as a formalization 01 
constructive mathematics but Martin-LGf has pointed out that it can also be viewed 
as a formal system for the development of provably correct programs [6]. The notion 
of type embodied in Martin-Liif’s Theory of Types is sufficiently strong to enable 
a problem to be completely specified simply by giving its type. However, the strength 
of this notion means that type checking is not decidable. Therefore, in Type Theory, 
the program development process consists of specifying the problem to be solved 
by giving its type, and then constructing an object of that type using the inference 
rules of the logic. Since a type can be viewed as a problem specification, and the 
constructions for objects are computational, an object of a type can be viewed as 
a program which satisfies the specification. 
Gioess defines and proves the correctness of a parser for simple expressions using 
the Boyer-Moore theorem prover [2]. Cohn and Milner [l] have redone this proof 
in the Edinburgh LCF system [3]. Here, we reformulate and prove the problem in 
Martin-Llif’s Theory of Types and partially implement it in a computerized proof 
assistant for Type Theory [12]. Our proof turns out to be substantially different 
from the earlier ones because of the different character of the underlying logic. 
Section 2 contains a brief introduction to Type Theory. In Sections 3 and 4, we 
define the problem to be solved and formally specify it in the notation of Type 
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Theory. Some properties of the grammar are stated and their proofs outlined in 
Section 5. An informal proof of correctness of the specification is given in Section 
6 and its formalization and partial implementation in the proof assistant is discussed 
in Section 7. Finally, the proof is compared and contrasted with Cohn and Mimer’s 
proof in the Edinburgh LCF system and some limitations noted. 
2. Type theory 
In the introduction, it was stated that a problem can be completely specified by 
giving its type. Traditional type systems, such as that in ML [3], do not have this 
feature. Consider the following informal specification: 
define a function for sorting lists of natural numbers of length less than 100 
In ML, the type of a function satisfying this specification would be 
inf lisl --, inr list 
However, this type falls far short of specifying the problem. Any ML function 
mapping lists of integers to lists of integers is an object of this type. This includes 
functions which 
(1) operate on intcgcr lists, not just lists of natural numbers, 
(2) operate on lists of any length, not just those of length less than 100, 
(3) manipulate lists in any fashion, not just sorting. 
For example, the identity function on lists defined in ML by 
let id I =I;; 
is an object of the type but certainly does not meet the specification. 
How can traditional type systems be extended to enable problems to be completely 
specified by a type? We take as our starting point a type system with the following 
types and type formers: 
N - natural numbers 
Boo/ - boolean 
List - lists 
# - Cartesian product 
+ - disjoint union 
+ - functions 
Type Theory achieves its power as a specification language through the notion of 
dependent type, i.e. type expressions which describe diferent sets of objects depen- 
dent on the value taken on by a variable appearing in the type expression. In 
particular, we shall see the use of such types when we extend the above type system 
by 
(a) introducing a subset type (which restricts the objects of a type to those with 
a particular property), and 
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(b) generalizing the notion of a function. 
The ability to express equality is necessary for specification and we further extend 
the type system with a type which allows the expression of equality between objects 
of other types. 
2.1. Subset type 
if 
A is a type 
x is a variable 
B(x) is a proposition assuming that x is a member of A 
then 
{x:A 1 B(x)} is a type 
The objects of this type are those elements a of type A such that B(a) holds. Using 
the subset type, we can specify the type of even natural numbers 
{x:NI(3::N)(2*Z=x)} 
and the type of natural number lists whose first element is equal to the length of 
the list 
{x:fht(N) ~(3ft:N)(3y:Lirt(N))(x = n::y & n = length(x))} 
where :: is the list construction operator. 
In fact, the proposition part of a subset type will be a type itself since we identify 
propositions with types (Section 2.4). 
2.2. Generalized ftrnction type 
II 
A is a type 
x is a variable 
B(x) is a type assuming that x is a member of A 
then 
(Ilx:A)B(x) is a type 
Objects of this type are functions taking an object a of type A to an object of type 
B(a). This is more general than the usual function type because B is not a type, 
but a family of types indexed by the objects of type A. Therefore, functions which 
are objects of a If-type may return values of different types for diRerent argument 
values. For example, the function 
Ax.if x then 0 else nil 
is a member of the type 
(L’x:Boo/)(if x then N else f&(N)) 
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Such a function can never be defined in an ML-like type system. Using the generalized 
function type, we can specify the type of functions for computing the natural number 
square root 
The type system is now sufficiently rich to enable the sorting function defined earlier 
to be specified 
(IZ.x:{I:Lisl( N) 1 lengrh(l) < lOO}){y:Lisr( N) 1 ferm(x, y) & Ordered(y)} 
where Perm(x, y) holds if the list y is a permutation of the list I, and Ordered(y) 
holds if the list y is sorted in ascending order. 
2.3. Equality type 
if 
A is a type 
a is an object of type A 
b is an object of type A 
then 
Eq(A, a, b) is a type 
This type is equivalent to either the empty type or the type containing a single 
element. If it can be proved that a and b are equal objects of type A, then the type 
Eq(A, a, b) contains a single object, the equality constant e. If it can be proved that 
a and b art: not equal objects of type A, then the type Eq(A, a, b) is equivalent to 
the empty type. 
The type of natural number lists whose first element is equal to the length of the 
list is now more correctly specified as 
{x:L.isf(N) f(3n:N)(3y:Lisf(N))(Eq(Lis~(N), x, n::y) & 
Eq(N, n, lend(x)))} 
These additions have given us a very rich type structure. However, the extension 
of the type system to allow complete specifications has been achieved at the expense 
of decidable type checking. The type of the expression 
if x then 0 else nil 
is dependent on the value of x (not just its type), it cannot be determined algorithmi- 
cally from the term. Also, the constant e is a member of every Eq type in which 
the objects can be shown to be equal. As a result, for a given occurrence of e, it is 
not decidable which particular Eq type it belongs to. Therefore, it is necessary to 
construct proofs of type correctness. 
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2.4. Identification of propositions and types 
Type Theory is a constructive (or intuitionistic) logic. The difference between 
constructive and classical logic is explained in [9] as follows: 
“In classical mathematics, a proposition is thought of as being true or false 
independently of whether we can prove or disprove it. Constructively, a 
proposition is true only if we have a proof of it. For example, classically the 
law of the excluded middle, A v -IA, is true since the proposition A is either 
true or false. Constructively, however, a disjunction is true only if we can 
prove one of the disjuncts. Since we have no method of proving or disproving 
an arbitrary proposition A, we cannot prove A v 1A. Therefore, the law of 
the excluded middle is not intuitionistically valid. Constructive explanations 
of logic must be spelled out in terms of proofs, not in terms of a world of 
mathematical objects existing independently of us.” 
The particular development of constructive logic embodied in Martin-Lof’s Type 
Theory is based on the identification of propositions and types. Specifically, a 
proposition, P, is identified with the type (or set) of all proofs of R Consider 
conjunction, to prove A&B we must prove A and prove B. Thus, if a is a proof of 
A and b is a proof of l3, the pair (a, b) can be viewed as a proof of A&B. This is 
exactly the form a proof of A&B takes in Type Theory. Therefore, A&B is identified 
with A # B, the Cartesian product of A and l3. Objects of this type are pairs of the 
form (a, b) where a is an object of type A and b is an object of type B. 
Similarly, to prove A313 we must prove R under the assumption that A holds. 
If, assuming x is a proof of A, we can show b(x) (possibly dependent on X) is a 
proof of B, the function A?s.h(x) can be viewed as a proof of Aa B. Therefore, 
AaB is idcntilied with A- B, the type of functions from A to B. Objects of the 
type are of the form Ax.b(x) where b(x) is of type B when x is of type A. 
The proposition Av B is identified with the type A+B, the disjoint union of A 
and B. If a is a proof of A, then i(a) (a injected into the left summand) is a proof 
of A+ B. If b is a proof of B, then j(b) (b injected into the right summand) is a 
proof of A+B. The non-constructive nature of the law of the excluded middle 
becomes clearer when we consider its computational content. In Appendix A we 
assume a rule corresponding to the law of the excluded middle and solve the problem 
presented in Section 4. It is not then possible to synthesize a program from the proof. 
Objects of types are identified with proofs of the corresponding propositions. 
There can be no proof of a false proposition, so there can be no object of the 
corresponding type. Thus, we identify false propositions with the empty type, 0. 
This allows us to show a contradiction by proving that some object is a member of 
the empty type. 
The inferential part of Type Theory is a natural deduction system. For each type 
there are introduction and elimination rules which correspond to the introduction 
and elimination rules of natural deduction systems for predicate logic. In addition, 
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Type Theory has formation and equality rules. The property of being a type 
(equivalent to a well-formed formula in predicate logic) is not decidable. Therefore, 
it is necessary to have type formation rules for constructing type expressions. Type 
equality rules, which are concerned with equality between objects of types, allow 
one to reason about results of computation. 
Table 1 gives the identification between propositions and types for all the logical 
operators and the corresponding introduction and elimination rules. There is no 
logical counterpart of the subset type, but it is closely related to the existential 
quantifier. The subset type can be viewed as an abstraction of the L-type, the type 
theoretic counterpart of the existential quantifier. 
The identification of propositions and types means there is a close correspondence 
between the rules of inference for intuitionistic predicate logic and Type Theory. 
The important difference is that in Type Theory, the rules are concerned with the 
objects of types as well as the types themselves.’ These objects, also known as proof 
objects, are the programs for computing the functions specified by types. Thus, on 
completion of a proof we have a type and the proof object which is a member of 
the type. This proof object, the desired program, has been constructed as a direct 
result of the proof; the construction and proof of correctness occur together. 
In addition to types corresponding to the logical operators, we also have types 
useful for solving programming problems. These are types for natural numbers, 
lists, trees,’ and well-orders. Although they have no logical counterparts, they are 
incorporated into the natural deduction framework in the same way as the logical 
types. Their introduction and elimination rules are given in Table 2. 
An important point to note here is the correspondence between inductive proofs 
and recursive programs. Consider the elimination rule for natural numbers, ignoring 
the proof objects it becomes 
n: N F(0) F(succ(x))[x: N;F(x)] 
F(n) 
which is just the rule of inference for natural number induction where F is the 
property we wish to prove. Now consider the elimination rule with proof objects 
(Table 2). This says that, if we can prove F(0) and synthesize a program, b, to 
compute it, and we can prove F(strcc(x)) and synthesize a program, ind(x,y), to 
compute it (assuming y is a program to compute F(x)), then we have proved F(n) 
and the program rec(n, b, id) computes it. By definition, an expression whose 
principal symbol is ret is computed as follows: 
rec(0, b, id) = b 
rec(succ(x), b, id) = ind(x, rec(x, b, ind)) 
’ It is normal practice in constructive mathematics to leave implicit the proof objects and just deal 
with the propositions. However. ir is possible to handle the proof objects when performing proofs. 
’ The type Tree is not normally considered primitive in Type Theory. See Sections 7 and 8 for further 
discussion of this point. 
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So ret is just a form of definition by primitive recursion on natural numbers, and 
we derive programs of this form of induction on natural numbers. 
Therefore, from a proof by induction we can synthesize a primitive recursive 
program which meets the specification, i.e. the property we are proving by induction. 
The presentation of Type Theory given here follows that of [lo]. For a more 
comprehensive introduction see [7] and [9]. [8] describes Type Theory from a 
programming point of view and gives many examples. 
3. Words, symbols and parse trees 
The parser is to take words, from an alphabet of symbols, and produce a parse 
tree as a representation of a successfully parsed word. The grammar which the 
parser is to recognize is given by the BNF syntax 
e::=icf 1 trap e 1 (‘el hop e2)’ 
where id ranges over identifiers, uop over unary operators, bop over binary operators. 
Words are represented as lists of symbols 
Word = Li.rl( Sym) 
where Sym is the type whose objects are the symbols of the grammar. There are 
five kinds of symbol whose syntax is given by 
s ::= (’ 1 )’ 1 id 1 uop ) hop 
The type Sym is represented as a union type with live summands, one for each kind 
of symbol 
Sym=Lp+Rp+Id+Op+Op 
where Lp = Rp = Id = Op = Unit. Unit is the type containing a single object. We are 
only concerned that each of these types contains some object, not the details of 
what those objects are. Note that unary and binary operators are objects of the 
same type, Op. but that we distinguish them as symbols. 
There are five constructors for type Sym, one for each summand type: 
Iparen : Sym 
rparen : Sym 
symid : Id --, Sym 
symuop : Op -) Sym 
symbop : Op + Sym 
Their definitions are given in Appendix B. 
The structure of parse trees reflects the structure of the grammar. There are three 
forms, one for each of the three alternate syntax forms. A parse tree is either a tip 
consisting of an identifier, or a unary node consisting of a unary operator and a 
parse tree, or a binary node consisting of a binary operator and two parse trees. 
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Hence, we define the type PT of parse trees as 
PT = Tree( Id, Op, Op) 
This gives the following correspondence between words and parse trees: 
word parse tree 
id bp( id ) 
uop e node 1 (uop, 1) 
(‘el bop e2)’ node2( bop, t 1, r2) 
where 1, t 1 and r2 are the parse trees corresponding to the words e, el and e2 
respectively. 
Since the types Word and PT are defined in terms of the types List and Tree, 
respectively, their constructors correspond to the constructors for List and Tree (see 
Table 2) but with their constituent objects restricted to the types of the specified 
arguments. 
4. Specification of the parser 
To specify the problem, we require to give a type whose objects, for a given word 
w, are proofs that w is a valid string if it is a sentence of the language, or proofs 
that w is an invalid string if it is not a sentence of the language. If Purse is the 
dependent type of parsable strings, then objects of the type 
Purse(w) 
are proofs that w is a sentence of the language (assuming w is in fact a word, i.e. 
is a member of type Word). If w is not a sentence, no such a proof can exist and 
Purse(w) is equivalent to the empty type. If Purse(w) specifies when a word w can 
be parsed, then Nol( Purse( w)) (abbreviated to 1 Purse(w)) specifies when a word 
cannot be parsed. Thus, for an arbitrary word w, objects of the type 
7 Par.se( w) 
are proofs that w is not a sentence of the language. The type -I Parse( w) is equivalent 
to the empty type if w is valid. These can be combined to give 
Purse(w)+iParse(w) 
whose objects for an arbitrary word w are either proofs that w is a sentence (injected 
into the left summand), or proofs that w is not a sentence (injected into the right 
summand). 
The specification is made independent of any particular word using the fI-type 
(Ifw: Word)(Parse(w)+lPurse(w)) 
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whose objects are functions which map a word to a proof of its parsability or 
non-parsability dependent on whether or not it is a sentence of the language. 
We must now define the dependent type Parse. We take the objects of Purse(w), 
for some word w, to be the set of parse trees which correspond to that word, i.e. 
the set of parse trees which can be constructed by parsing that word. This leads to 
the definition 
Purse(w) = { pt: PT 1 Eq( Word, w, spelf( pt))} 
where spell(pt) is an object of type Word dependent on the value pt of type PT. 
spell( pt) denotes the word corresponding to the parse tree pt. The correspondence 
between words and parse trees is given in Section 3 and leads to the definition 
spell(t) = treerec(t, (x)symid(x)::nil, 
(x, y, y’)Symuop(x)::y’, 
(x,): z,y’, z’)lparen::(y’++symbop(.r)::(z++rparen::nil))) 
where ++ is the list append operator (:: has greater precedence than ++). This 
definition is stated more clearly in clausal form as 
spell(t;p(x)) = symid(x)::nil 
spe/l(nodcI(x,y))=symuop(x)::.~pcll(y) 
spell(node2(x,y, z)) = Iparen::(spell(y)++symhop(.~)::(spell(~)++rparen::nil)) 
Initially, we stated that objects of Parse(w) are proofs that ~9 is a valid string. 
Now we say that objects of Purse(w) arc parse trees corresponding to w. However, 
the proof that w is a valid string is implicit in the definition of Purse. If wc have 
an object, t say, of type Purse(w), then by definition we have 
I : { pt:PT 1 Ey( Word, w, spell( pt))) 
To prove this we must show not only 
t:PT 
but also 
Eq( Word, w, spell(t)) 
thus proving the existence of some parse tree corresponding to w. We can ignore 
the proof object for Eq( Word, w, spell(t)) because it has no computational 
significance. 
5. Properties of the grammar 
In this section we state and give outline proofs of some properties of the grammar 
which we shall use in the proof. The grammar is formalized by the function spell 
so these properties are stated in terms of spell. The assumptions a theorem depends 
on are given in brackets after the theorem. 
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Theorem 1. 
(Iu:fd)Eq( Word, spell(f), symid(u)::nil) 
+(,Tu:Op)(Zt’:PT)Eq( Word, spell(t), symuop(u)::spell(t’)) 
+(cu:Op)(~~‘:~)(‘t”:PT) 
Eq( Word, spell(t), 
~pparen::(spell(f’)++symbop(u)::(spelf(f”)++rparen::nil))) 
[t:?‘T] 
Proof. By tree induction on I giving three cases. For the tip case we show the first 
summand and establish the theorem by union introduction. Similarly for the node1 
and node2 cases where we show the second and third summands respectively. We 
detail the tip case. We have I = rip(x) for some x: Id, from the definition of spell by 
computation (using the equality rules) we get 
e : Eq( Word, spe/l( tip(x)), symid(x)::nil) 
and Z introduction gives 
(x, e): (Lu:Id)Eq( Word, spell(tip(.v)), symid(u)::nif) 0 
The detailed proof yields the following proof object for the theorem 
freerec(l, (x)i((u, e)), 
(4 Y. y’)j(i(k y. e))), 
(x. Y. z, Y’, =‘Mi(b. Y, I, 4))) 
which we shall abbreviate to (111 in the informal proof. 
Corollary I. 
C 1 : lEq( Word, spe//( I), nil) [I: PT] 
Proof. Theorem 1 shows that the word corresponding to a parse tree must have one 
of three forms. But in each case this must be a non-empty list of symbols. Therefore, 
it is contradictory for the word corresponding to any parse tree to be the empty 
list. 0 
Corollary 2. 
C2: (Cu:ld)Eq(Sym, hd(spell(f)), symid(u)) 
+(Su:Op)Eq(Sym, hd(spell(t)), symuop(u)) 
-tEq(Sym, hd(spell(t)), lparen) 
[CR-] 
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Proof. By extensionality, if x=y, then hd(x)=hd(y). Application of this principle 
to each summand ofTheorem 1 plus the property hd(.~::l)=x gives the corollary. 0 
Corollary 3. 
C3:1Eq(Sym, hd(spelf(r)), rparen) [r: PT] 
Proof. By Corollary 2, the first element of the word corresponding to a parse tree 
must be an identifier, a unary operator, or a left parenthesis. Viewed as an object 
of type S_vm, a right parenthesis is injected into a different summand from each of 
these. Objects injected into different summands of a union type cannot be equal 
and the corollary is established. 0 
Corollary 4. 
C4: -1(S4:Op)Eq(.Sym, hd(spell(r)), s_vmbop(u)) [r:PT] 
Proof. As for Corollary 3. Cl 
Theorem 2. 
Eq( Word, spell(f)++ w, spcll( I’)++ w’) + Ey( iVord, w, w’) 
[~:fT;t’:fT;w: Word;w’: Word] 
Proof. We actually show 
(Ill’: PT)( Eq( Word, spell(f)++ w, spel/( I’)++ w’) + Ey( Li’orrf, w, w’)) 
[ 1: PT; w: Word; w’: Word] 
and establish Theorem 2 by If-elimination. tt is necessary to show this in order to 
obtain the correct induction hypothesis to allow the induction step to be carried 
out successfully. Proof is by induction on 1. In each case we continue by assuming 
t’:PT and do case analysis on I’. Where the trees have different forms we have an 
absurdity proof. Where they have the same form the induction hypothesis allows 
us to show that w and H?’ are equal objects of type Word. !h’e denote the proof 
object of Theorem 2 by th2 in the proof. Cl 
In addition to the above theorems, we shall assume some general properties of 
the primitive types and mention them in the proof when we require them. One such 
theorem is stated and proved below. 
Theorem 3. 
lEq( Word, nil, a::b) [a:Sym; b: Word] 
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Proof. We define a function by primitive recursion on lists 
f(l) = [istrec(f, 0, (X, _v, -_) Unit) 
When applied to an empty list f returns the empty type, and when applied to a 
non-empty list it returns the Unit type. Assuming p:Eq( Word, nil, a::b), eatensional- 
ity gives f( nil)=f(a::b). By definition off we have f(4)= 0 and J(a::b)= Unit. 
Transitivity of equality gives 0 = Unit. If two types are equal, they have the same 
members. Since the type Unit contains a single member, the constant un, this must 
also be a member of the empty type giving un: 0. This is contradictory and we 
conclude 
Ap.un : iEq( Word, nil, a::h) 
We denote Ap.~ln by fh3 in the proof. 0 
6. Informal proof of correctness 
This section contains a detailed informal proof of correctness of the specification 
of the parser. We are interested in formalizing this proof in Type Theory. Thus, we 
must restrict ourselves to proof techniques that arc valid in Type Theory, i.e. 
constructive proof techniques. The proof is presented in a backward, or goal- 
oriontcd, style. Starting with the formula to be proved (the goal), we successively 
reduce it to simpler subgoals which, when proved, can bc combined to prove the 
original goal. 
The problem specification is 
(flw: Word)(&rse(w)+lPurse(w)) (I) 
We prove this and in so doing construct an object of the type. Such an object will 
be a parsing function for the grammar defined in Section 3. However, (1) cannot 
be proved directly, we replace it by a more general specification and show that this 
implies the truth of (I). 
6. I. Generalization of problem 
The need to generalize the specification arises because the grammar is context-free. 
Consider the syntax of dyadic expressions 
(‘e I bop e2)’ 
Proof is by induction on the list of symbols; in this case we check that the head of 
the list is a left parenthesis and apply the induction hypothesis to the tail. However, 
when the induction hypothesis is applied to el hop e2)‘, we want to show that some 
prefix of the word (corresponding to el) is parsable, not the entire word. Therefore, 
we generalize the definition of Purse to allow words with valid prefixes to satisfy 
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the specification. Objects of this type must contain not only a parse tree correspond- 
ing to the valid prefix, but also the remainder of the word. This leads to the definition 
P(w)={ptw: f’7-# Word 1 Eq( Word, w, spell(/sr( ptw))++snd( prw))} 
Any word w satisfying the specification P(w) also satisfies the specification Purse(w) 
if the word part of the proof object for P(w) is the empty list. 
Further, consider the expression e 2. We can apply the induction hypothesis to 
el hop eZ)’ to obtain a pair (f, w’), where t is a parse tree corresponding to el and 
w’ is the remainder of the word (which should match bope2)‘). Simple induction 
only allows us to apply the induction hypothesis to the tail of the list being reasoned 
about, it cannot be applied to the word e2)‘. We clearly require a course-of-values 
induction. Then, if induction was being performed on the list a::w, the induction 
hypothesis would be applicable to all lists of length less than or equal to w. 
Therefore, the generalised problem specification becomes 
(RX: Word)(/ength(x)s lenglh( w)+ P(x)+~P(x)) [w: Word] (2) 
Below we state some properties of the type P which are used in the proof. Their 
proofs are simple consequences of the definition of P and the theorems of Section 
5. We will refer to them as Theorems 4, 5 and 6 respectively. 
rh4: 
tirs: 
1h6: 
P(synrlrop(a)::b)-, P(b) [a:Op;b: Word] 
P( lpmn:: w) --) P(w) [w: Word] 
I’( /poren : : w ) 
-(\‘r:PT)(\‘u:O~)(\‘r’:PT)(\‘w’: Word) 
Eq( Word, w, .~~~ll(r)++.syrrrb~~~(~r)::(.s~ell(f’)++r~aren::rv’)) 
[ w: Word ] 
62. Proof lhal generakution implies specijicaIion 
Assume we have an object, g, of type (2) 
g : (f/s: Worll)(lengIII(,~)~le,lgfh(w)j P(x)+lP(x)) 
We already have the assumption that w is of type Word so by U-elimination 
g[ w] : /engrlt( w)slengtlt( w) + P( w)+lP( w) [w: Word] 
Since any list is equal in length to itself, the antecedent of this is easily shown, let 
/be a proof of it. Function elimination gives 
g[ w][/1 : P( w)+lP( w) [w: Word] 
If we can prove Purse(w) +lPur.se( w) assuming x:P( w) (let PI(X) be its proof 
object), and similarly assuming x:lP( w) (let p?(x) be its proof object), then by 
union elimination we get 
when(g[ w][‘, pl, ~2) : Parse( w)+lParse( w) [w: Word] 
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and finally by II-introduction we establish the initial specification 
hw.when(g[ w][fl, pl, p2) : (IZw: Word)( Purse( w)+iParse(w)) 
There remains to be shown the two assumed subgoals whose proof objects are p l(x) 
and p?(x) 
Purse( w)+lParse( w) [w: Word;x: P( w)] (1.1) 
Parse( w)+lPurse( w) [w: Word;x:lP( w)] (1.2) 
6.2.1. Proof of (1.1) 
We know x:P(w), therefore by subset elimination we have 
x : PT # Word 
Eq( Word, w, spen(fsf(x))++snd(,~)) 
We show that this leads to (1.1) by case analysis on snd(x). 
621.1. snd(x) = niL Since snd(x)=ni/, we have 
Eq( Word, w, spell(jh(x))++nil) 
13~ properties of ++, this is equivalent to 
Eq( Word, w, spell(fst(x))) 
This, together with Jo: PT, establishes 
fSr(x) : Purse(w) 
and by union introduction we establish 
i(fif(x)) : Purse( w)+iPurse( w) 
621.2. srtd(x) =y::z. Since snrl(x)=y::z, we have 
(i) Eq( Word, w, spell(Jsf(x))++y::z) 
The goal is shown by assuming Purse(w), deriving a contradiction, and concluding 
lPurse( w) (since 1A is identified with A-, 0). 
Assuming p: Purse( w), we have 
p:PT 
(ii) Eq( Word: w, spe!l( ~1) 
From (i) and (ii) by transitivity of equality 
Eq( Word, spell(p), spe/l(fif(x))++y::z) 
l3y properties of f+, spell( p)++nil=spell( p) giving 
Eq( Word, spell(p)++ni/, spell(/sr(x))++y::z) 
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Substitution of p. nil, fir(x), y::: for I, w, f’, w’ respectively in Theorem 2 followed 
by function elimination gives 
012[e] : Eq( Word, nil, y::z) 
Substitution of y and z for a and b respectively in Theorem 3 gives 
th3 : lEq( Word, nil, y::z) 
establishing the desired contradiction. Finally, not elimination and introduction, 
and union introduction give 
i( hp.fh3[ rh2[ e]]) : fnrse( w)+iParse( w) 
6.22. Proof of ( 1.2) 
We assume Parse(w), show this leads to contradiction, and establish lParse( w). 
Finally, by union introduction we get (1.2). 
Let p be the object of type Parse(w). By the definition of Purse and the subset 
rules we have 
p:PT 
Eq( Word, w’, spell( p)) 
Any list appended to the empty list is equal to itself giving 
Eq( Word, w, spell( p)++ni/) 
Since p: PT and pi!: Word, the pair (p, nil) is an object of type PT# Word. By the 
properties of Jr1 and snd, jh((p, nil))=p and snd((p, nil))= nil. Substitution in the 
above gives 
Ey( Word, w, spell(jkt((p, nil)))++snd((p, nil))) 
This satislies the conditions for subset introduction giving 
(p, nil) : { pw: PT # Word 1 Eq( Word, w, spell( j:sf( pw))++snd( pw))} 
By definition, this is equivalent to (p. nil):P( w), but we already have x:lP( w) 
raising a contradiction. Finally, by not elimination and introduction, and union 
introduction we get 
j(Ap.x[(p, nil)]) : Parse( w)+-ifurse( w) 
6.3. Proof of generalization 
Proof is by list induction on w giving the two subgoals 
(T/x: Word)(lengrh(x)<lengrh(nil) --, P(x)+lP(x)) [x: Word] (2.1) 
(17x: Word)(length(x)<length(a::y) --, P(x)+lP(x)) 
[x: Word;a:Sym;y: Word] (2.2) 
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the induction hypothesis for (2.2) is 
h.vp : (17x: Word)(fengrh(x)~lengfh(y) + P(x)+iP(x)) 
6.4. Proofof (2.1) 
Assuming I: Word and Is:lengfh(x)~-engfh(nil), it must be the case that x=nil. 
Substituting nil for ?I, the goal reduces to P( nil)+lP( nil). In fact, the empty word 
cannot be parsed. Therefore, we show lP(nil) (let np be its proof object) and by 
union introduction establish j( np): P( nil)+lP (nil). Finally, function and fl- 
introduction give 
A.u.Als.j(np) : (KY: Word)(/engfh(x)slengfh(nil) + P(x)+lP(x)) 
The goal then reduces to 
iP( nil) (2.1.1) 
6.41. ProoJ‘of (2.1.1) 
We assume P( nil) holds, show this leads to contradiction, and conclude lP( nil). 
Assuming p:P(nil) we have, by subset elimination 
p : PT # Word 
Eq( Word, nil, .speU(Jsf( p))++srrd( p)) 
This implies that appending the two lists .spcII(/:~( p)) and snd( p) togcthcr results 
in the empty list. For this to be true, both of the lists being appended, and in 
particular .spell(Jsf( p)), must be the empty list giving 
Ey( Word, spell(_/Isf( p)), nil) 
Substitution ofJsst(p) for I in Corollary 1 gives 
c I : lEq( Word, speU(Jsf( p)), nif) 
establishing the desired contradiction. Not elimination and introduction give 
Ap.cl[e] : iP(nil) 
6.5. Proo/of (2.2) 
Assuming x is of type Word, proof is by case analysis on x giving two subgoals. 
lengfh(nil)~kngfh(a::y) + P(nil)+iP(nil) [a:Sym;y: Word] (2.2. I) 
lengfh(h::z)~lengfh(a::y) --f P(b::z)+iP(b::z) 
(::Sym;y: Word;h:Sym;z: Word] (2.2.2) 
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6.6. Proofof (2.2.1) 
Assume Is:lengfh(nil)~lengfh(a::y). From (6.4.1), we know hp.cl[e]:lP(nil) and 
by union and function introduction establish 
Afs.j(hp.cl[e]) : lengfh(nil)sfengfh(a::,v) + P(nil)+lP(nil) 
6.7. Proof of (22.2) 
Assuming Is:lengrh(b::=)~lengfh(a::~), it follows that Is:lengfh(:)~lengfh(~). 
By I7-elimination on the induction hypothesis of (2.2) and z followed by function 
elimination on the result and Is:fengfh(:)~~engfh(y) we establish 
ti) h,vp[z][ls] : P(z)+lP(z) 
This is used to show 
(ii) P(h::c)+lP(h::z) 
In (ii), h is an arbitrary object of type SJWI, a union type with five summand types. 
If we show (ii) for each of the summand types of SWI, we conclude (ii) for an 
arbitrary object of type SW~. Let bvhen4 be the union elimination operator iterated 
four times and assume 
sl(1r) : P(lpcIrcn::=)+lP(IpczrcrI::=) 
s2(u) : P(rJlcIren::=)+lP(r~aren::=) 
.s3(u) : f-‘(.syn~id(u)::z)+iP(syfnid(u)::=) 
sl(u) : P(syrnuop(u)::~)+lP(.~ymur~~(u)::~) 
s5(u): P(.~ymhop(u)::~)+lP(symhop(u)::~) 
where each si may depend on (i) above. By union elimination four times we get 
w/ren4(b, sl, ~2, ~3, s4, ~5) : P(b::z)+lP(b::.z) 
and finally by function introduction we establish 
Als.\c+renil(b, sl, s2, s3, s4, s5) : lengfh(b::z)slengfh(a::y) 
-, P(b::z)+lP(b::z) 
The goal is then reduced to five subgoals 
P(lpuren::z)+iP(lpuren::z) [z: Word] 
P(rpuren::z)+iP(fpuren::z) [z: Word] 
P(symid(u)::z)+lP(symid(u)::z) [u:fd;z: Word] 
P(s~*muop(u)::z)+iP(symuop(u)::z) [u:Op;z: Word] 
P(symhop(u)::z)+iP(symbop(u)::z) [u:Op;z: Word] 
(2.2.2.1) 
(2.2.2.2) 
(2.2.2.3) 
(2.2.2.4) 
(2.2.2.5) 
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6.7.1. f’rooJo/ (2.2.2.1) 
We know h~p[=][Is]:P(=)+iP(=) and from this show (2.221). This is done by 
showing P( Iparen:::)+lP( /paren::: ) holds assuming x: P( z) (let f(x) be a proof 
of it), and showing lP(lporen::z) holds assuming x:lP(z) (letf(x) be a proof of 
it). Union introduction and elimination give 
&en(h_rp[z][Is],f (x)j(f(x))) : P(lparen::z)+lP(lparen::z) 
Two subgoals are generated 
P(lparen::z)+iP(lparen::z) [:: Word;x:P(z)] 
iP(lparen::z) [:: Word;x:iP(z)] 
(2.2.2.1.1) 
(2.2.2.1.2) 
6.7.1.1. Proof of (2.2.2.1.1). From the assumption .r:P( :) by subset elimination we 
get 
x: PT# Word 
Eq( Word. :, spe~r(fsf(s))++sncf(x)) 
Proof is by case analysis on snd(x). 
6.7.1.2. snrf(x) = nil. Since snd(x) = nil we have 
Eq( Word, z, spell(~~f(x))++nil) 
We assume p:P(lpcrren::z) and derive a contradiction. Substitution of z for w in 
Theorem 6 followed by function elimination with p gives 
fh6[ p] : (\‘f:PT)(Xu:Op)(Xf’:PT)(Lw’: Word) 
Ey( Word, - _, spell( r)++.symhop( 14) 
::(Spell( f’)++rparen::w’))) 
If-elimination (four times) gives 
Eq( Word, z, spdl(_/Ysf( fh6[ p])) 
++s~mbop(~f(snd(r116[ p]))) 
::(spell(~f(snd(snd(fh6[p])))) 
++rparen::jsf(snd(snd(snd(f/t6[p])))))) 
From above we have z = spell(Jsf(x))++niI, transitivity of equality gives 
Eq( Word, spe/l(Jsf(.x))++nil, 
veNfi~(Wpl)) 
++symbop(fsf(snd(fh6[p]))) 
::(sperr(fsr(snd(snd( fh6[ p])))) 
++rparen::fif(.snd(snd(snd( rh6[ p])))))) 
With appropriate substitution, this satisfies the antecedent ofTheorem 2 and function 
elimination gives 
rh2[e] : Eq( Word, nil, sym6op(fit(snd(fh6[p]))) 
::(.spefl(fsf(snd(snd(rh6[p])))) 
++rparen::fst(snd(snd(snd(fh6[p])))))) 
(*) 
Substitution for a and b in Theorem 3 gives 
rh3 : lEq( Word, nil, symbop(fsf(snd(fh6[p]))) 
::(speU(fif(snd(snd( fh6[ p])))) 
++rparen::fsf(snd(snd(snd(fh6[p])))))) 
raising a contradiction. Not elimination and introduction, and union introduction 
give 
j(hp.h3[fh2[e]]) : P(lparen::z)+iP(lparen::z) 
6.7.1.3. snd(x) = s::f. s is an arbitrary object of type Sym. In the four cases where 
s is not a binary operator we assume p:Parse(lparen::z) and derive a contradiction. 
We have 
Eq( Word, z, s~err(JYf(x))++s::r) 
and by a similar argument to (*) above but with sncf(x)=s::f we establish 
fh2[e] : Eq( Word, s::f, symhop(jhf(snd( fh6[ p]))) 
::(spell(jsf(snd(snd(fh6[ p])))) 
++rparen::Jsf(snd(snd(.snd(fh6[pJ)))))) 
13~ properties of :: we must have 
Eq($m, s, symhop(~f(snd(fh6[pl)))) 
From the assumption that s is not a binary operator we can show that there exists 
some u such that 
u:lEq(Sym, s, symbop(/sf(snd(fh6[p])))) 
Not elimination and introduction, and union introduction establish 
j(Ap.o[e]) : P(lparen::z) + iP(lparen::z) 
For the case where s is a binary operator we have 
s = symbop(u) 
for some u:Op. From above we have Is:lengfh(z)slengfh(y). Clearly there exists 
some Is’such that Is’:lengrh(f)4lengfh(z) (since z=spell(/sf( p))++s::f).Transitivity 
of G gives 
Is”:/engfh(f)=Z/engfh(y) 
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for some IS”. 17 and function elimination on the induction hypothesis of (2.2) give 
hyp[r][ls”]:P(f) + lP(f) 
We then show P(lparen::z)+lP(Iparen::z) assuming p:P(f), and iP(lparen::z) 
assuming p:lP( I) (let f(p) and f(p) be their proof objects respectively. Union 
introduction and elimination give 
when(hyp[f][ls”],f,(p)j(f(p))) : P(fparen::z)+iP(lparen::z) 
The two subgoals are 
P(Iparen:::)+iP([paren::z) [p:P(f)] (2.2.2.1.1.1) 
iP(lparen::z) [p:iP(t)] (2.2.2.1.1.2) 
6.7.1.3.1. Proofof (2.2.2.1.1.1). From the assumption p:P(f) by subset elimination 
we get 
p: PT# Word 
Eq( Word, I, spell(jYsf( p))++snd( p)) 
Proof is by case analysis on snd( p) 
6.7.1.3.2. .snd ( p) = nil. Since sncf( p)= rlil we have 
Eq( Word, f, .speU(&sf( p))++nil) 
Therefore, z=.spe/l(/sf(x))-t+.s::(.sprll($sf( p))++nil). Assume y:P(lparen::z) and 
by similar argument to (*) above but with .srtd(x)=s::(spell(/sf( p))++nil) WC have 
lh2[e] : E9( Word, .s::(.spell(Jsf( p))++nil), 
.synbop(Jsf(snd( fh6[q]))) 
By properties of :: we establish 
Ey( Word, spell(fsf( p))++ni/, 
spell(fsf(snd(snd(fh6[9])))) 
++rparen::fif(snd(snd(snd(fh6[q]))))) 
With appropriate substitution this satisfies the antecedent of Theorem 2 and function 
elimination gives 
fh2[e] : Eq( Word, nil, rparen::jsr(snd(snd(snd(fh6[q]))))) (**) 
which is contradictory by Theorem 3. Not elimination and introduction, and union 
introduction give 
j(hqfh3[fh2[e]]) : P(lparen::z)+lP(lparen::z) 
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6.7.1.3-J. snd(p) = q::r. q is an arbitrary object of type S_~rn. In the four cases 
where q is not a right parenthesis we assume p’: P( Ipuren:::) and derive a contradic- 
tion. We have 
Eq( Word, z, spell(fsr(.r)++s::(speN(~f( p))++q::r))) 
and by similar argument to (**) above but with snd(p)=q::r we establish 
th2[e] : Eq( Word, q::r, rparen::fit(snd(snd(snd(th6[p’]))))) 
By properties of :: we must have 
Eq (Sym, q, rparen ) 
From the assumption that s is not a right parenthesis we can show that there exists 
some v such that 
v : 1 Eq ( Sym. q, rparen ) 
Not elimination and introduction, and union introduction give 
j(hp’.v[e]):P(l~aren::z)+iP(l~arerr::z) 
For the case where q is a right parenthesis we have 
q = rparen 
In this case we show that P(@rerr::z ) holds and is satisfied by the object 
(node2(u,/:v,(.~),~s~( p)), r) 
WC know tt:Op.Jst(x): /‘T&( p): PT. and r: Word. Tree and pair introduction give 
(node2(tc.~~I(x),~~f( p)). r) : PT# Word 
abbreviating this proof object to n2, we must now show 
Eq( Word, iparen::z, spe/l(fir(n2))++snd(n2)) 
By properties of fsf and snd this reduces to 
(i) Eq ( Word, lparen : : 2, spell(node2(u,fi’sr(x),fsr(p)))++r) 
Collecting earlier steps together we have 
Eq( Word, z, spen(/sf(x))++symbop(u)::(spell(/sr( p))++rparen::r)) 
and properties of :: and i-f give 
Eq( Word, Iparen : : z, 
~paren::(spell(Jsf(x))++symbop(u) 
::(spell(fsf(p))++rparen::nil))++r) 
By properties of spell we have 
Eq( Word, spe!l( node2( u,fsf(x),fif( p)))++r, 
/pparen::(spell(fsf(.x))++symbop( u) 
::(spelf(Jsf(p))++rparen::nil))++r) 
and transitivity of equality establishes (i). This proves that P(lparen::z) holds and 
union introduction gives 
i((node2(tr,fsf(x),fif(p)), r)):P(lparen::z)+lP([paren::z) 
6.7.1.2.4. Proof of (2.2.2.1.1.2). We have 
Eq( Word, z, sperl(fsr(x)++s~mbop(u)::f) 
and assuming q:P(lparen::z) we get by similar argument to (*) above, but with 
snd(.r)=s~mhop(1o::I 
rh2[ c]: Eq( Word, symbop( u):: f, 
s.ymhop(/sr(sntr( fh6[q]))) 
::(.spcl/(Jsf(mf (snd( rh6[q])))) 
++rparen::~f(sncl(.snd(srrd(f116[y])))))) 
By properties of :: WC must have 
Taking 
and by 
Eq( Word, I, .spel/(jSf(.snd(snd( fh6[ cl])))) 
++rp”rc”::j:sf(.srllf (sruf (.srrd( fh6[q]))))) 
pr to be the pair 
(spe/l(_/:sf(.snd(.snd(fh6[q])))), rpclren::~:vf(.snd(.snd(snd(fh6[y]))))) 
properties of js~ and snd we have 
Ec~( Word, f,Jsf( pr)+fsnd( pr)) 
Subset introduction and the definition of P give 
pr:P(f) 
but we already have p:lP( I) raising a contradiction. Not elimination and introduc- 
tion give 
Aq.p[pr] : lP(lparen::z) 
6.7.1.4. Proo/ of (2.2.2.1.2). Assume p:P(lparen::z). Substitution of z for H? in 
Theorem 5 gives fh5:P(/puren::z) --* P(z), and by function elimination we get 
f/ls[p]: P(z) 
We already have x:1 P( z) raising a contradiction. Not elimination and introduction 
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give 
hp.x[th5[p]] : iP(lparen::z) 
6.7.2. Proof of (2.2.2.2) 
We assume P(rparen::z), show this leads to contradiction, and conclude 
lP(rparen::z). The goal follows by union introduction. 
Assuming p:P(rparen::z), by subset elimination and the definition of P we have 
p:FT# Word 
Eq ( Word, rparen : : z, spefl(fsr(p))++snd(p)) 
If we are to establish that lists rparen::z and speU(fif( p))++snd( p) are equal 
elements of type Word, we will certainly have to establish that the head of each is 
the same. The head of the former is clearly rparen, we do not know what the head 
of the latter is but it will be the same as the head of the list corresponding to 
spell(Jyt(p)) (since Corollary 1 establishes that spell cannot return an empty list). 
Therefore, it must be the case that 
Eq(Sym. hd(spell(fif(p))), rparen) 
Substitution ofJsr(p) for I in Corollary 3 gives 
c3 : lEq(Sym, hd(spell(Jyt(p))), rparen) 
establishing the desired contradiction. Not elimination and introduction, and union 
introduction give 
j(Ap.c3[e]) : P(rpuren::z)+iP(rpclrerr::z) 
6.7.3. Proof of (2.2.2.3) 
We show P(symid(u)::z) and establish the goal by union introduction. 
By the rules of the subset type and the definition of P, to prove P(symid(u)::z) 
we must construct an object, p say, of type PT# Word, and show 
(i) Eq( Word, symid(u)::z, spell(fst(p))++snd( p)) 
We take p to be the pair whose first element is the parse tree rip(u), and whose 
second element is the word z. (i) becomes 
Eq( Word, symid(u)::z, spefl(fsf((rip(u), z)))++snd((rip(u), z))) 
By the properties offir and snd, this reduces to 
Eq( Word, symid(u)::z, spell(tip(u))++z) 
The properties of ++ and spell establish this allowing cls to conclude 
(rip(u), z): P(symid( u)::z) and by union introduction we get 
i((tip(u), z)) : P(symid(u)::z)+lP(symid(u)::z) 
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6.7.4. Proof of (2.2.2.4) 
We know hyp[ :I[ Is]: P( z)+iP( z), and from this must show (2.2.2.4). This is done 
by showing P(symuop(u)::z) holds assuming x:P(z) (letf(x) be a proof of it), and 
similarly showing iP(symuop( u)::z) holds assuming x:iP(z) (let f(x) be a proof 
of it), then by union introduction (twice) and elimination we get 
~hen(hyplrl[lsl, (x)i(f(x)), 
(x)j(f(x))) : P(symuop(u)::z)+iP(symuop(u)::z) 
Two subgoals are generated 
P(symuop(u):::) [u:Op;z: Word;x:P(z)] (2.2.2.4.1) 
lP(symuop(u)::z) [u:Op;z: Word;x:iP(z)] (2.2.2.4.2) 
6.7.4.1. Proof of (2.2.2.4.1). To establish P(symuop(u)::z) we must construct an 
object, p say, of type pT# Word and show that the following holds: 
(i) Eq( Word, symuop(u)::z, spell(fit( p))++snd(p)) 
From x:P(z) by subset elimination we get 
Eq( Word, z, spe/~(~~~(,K))++.~fl~~(x)) 
This says that z and speU(jh(x))++snd(x) are equal objects of type Word. It follows 
that SyJJlUCJfJ( U)::,’ and synruop(u)::(spell(~~f(,~)++snd(x)) must also be equal 
objects of type Word, and by properties of ++ we establish 
(ii) Eq( Word, symu~~p( u):: z, vymuop(u)::.spe//(jh(x))++.wd(x)) . 
Taking p to be the pair (nodel(u,fir(x)), snd(x)). (i) reduces to 
Eq( Word, symuop( u)::z, 
spell(~~((nodel(u,fsl(x)), snd(x)))) 
++snd((nodel(u,jif(x)), snd(x)))) 
By properties of& and snd this becomes 
Eq( Word, symuop(u)::z, spell(nodel(u,fit(x)))++snd(x)) 
By properties of spell, this is equivalent to (ii) which has already been shown 
establishing 
(nodel(u,fst(x)), snd(x)): P(symuop(u)::z) 
6.7.4.2. Proof of (2.2.2.4.2). Assume p:P(symuop(u)::z). Substitution of u and z 
for a and b respectively in Theorem 4 gives th4:P(symuop(u)::z)+P(z), and by 
function elimination we get 
fh4[ p] : P(z) 
We already have x:lP(z) raising the desired contradiction. Not elimination and 
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6.7.5 Proof of (2.2.2.5) 
As for (2.2.2.2) but replace rparen by s_vmbop(u) where u is an arbitrary object 
of type Op and use Corollary 4. This gives 
j(hp.cl[(u, e)]) : P(s~mbop(u)::=)+1P(s)‘mbop(u)::=) 
7. Formalization of proof in Type Theory 
The Type Theory system consists of two basic parts. First, the meta-language ML 
in which the proof is performed. Second, the representations of the expressions, 
theorems and rules of inference of Type Theory as ML abstract data types and 
functions, defining what constitutes a proof. 
The first step in formalizing the proof is to make the necessary definitions. In 
Type Theory, expressions are built from constants and variables by application and 
abstraction. Definitions are made in the system via the function 
where the token is the name ofthe object being defined and the term is its definition 
in the concrete syntax (till now we have been using a rigorous but informal notation). 
Appendix 11 gives all the necessary definitions in a form suitable for input to the 
system. 
Having made the definitions, we then perform the proof using the ML functions 
implementing the rules of inference. Most of the proof must be performed completely 
formally because the system has not been sufiiciently developed to allow proofs to 
be generated. The system is currently a proof checker, but can be extended to 
generate proofs (see Section 9). 
The type Tree is not primitive in Type Theory, nor in LCF. There is a package 
in the LCF system which takes a description of a type and returns the structural 
induction tactic for the type. This package was used to define Tree in the LCF 
proof. The type Tree has been programmed into the Type Theory system giving it 
the status of a primitive type. Alternatively, it could have been defined in terms of 
the existing primitive type of well-orders [7], and its rules of inference derived. 
Objects of the type W(A, 0) are well-founded trees whose root is labelled with an 
object cl of type A and whose branches (leading to other objects of type W(A, B)) 
are labelled with the objects of S(a). Therefore, the following well-order type 
corresponds to the type Tree(A, 0, C) 
W(A+ B+C,(x)tvhen(x,(y)0,(z)when(z,(v)Unit,(w)Bool))) 
The introduction and elimination rules for the well-orders are given in Table 2. 
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Currently, all but subgoal (2.2.2.1) of Section 6.7 of the informal proof has been 
formalized in the system. The proof script generated by the proof of the problem 
specification assuming the generalized specification (corresponding to Section 6.2 
of the informal proof) is given in Appendix C displaying the format of a session 
with the Type Theory system. 
We can see how the proofyields a parsing function for the grammar by considering 
the result of the proof from Appendix C. It is reproduced below in the notation 
used in the informal proof: 
hw.when(gen[ w][(O, e)], 
(y)fisfrec(snd(y), hbass.i(fst(y)), 
[el. (a, b, c)Aiass.j(hass.treelem[ e 1)) 
(z)j(Aass.z[(ass, nil)])) 
: (IZw: Wofd)( Parse( w)+7Pufse( w)) 
By f7-elimination, this can be applied to an arbitrary object of type Word. Assuming 
wd is of type Word we get 
when(gerr[wd][(O, e)], 
(y)listrec(snd(y), Ahass.i(~~f(y)), 
[el, (a, h, c)Aiass.j(Aass.Iree/em[e])) 
(z)i(Aass.;[(as.~, nil)])) 
: furse( wd)+lParsc( wd) 
gen is the object of the type specifying the generalized problem 
gen : (Ilx: Word)( Iengh(x)</engfh( wd) --, P(x)+lP(x)) 
Applying this to wd gives 
gen[wd] : lengrh(wd)slengrh(wd) + P(wd)+lP(wd) 
and further application on (0, e) (the proof object of /engrh( wd)clength( wd)) leads 
to 
gen[ wd][(O, e)] : P( wd)+lP(wd) 
There are two possibilities here, either gen[ wd][(O, e)] is of the form i(y) (where y 
is an object of type P(wd)), or of the form j(z) (where z is an object of type 
lP(wd)). Therefore, the manner in which computation continues depends on the 
form of gen[ wd][(O, e)]. 
7.1. y:P(wd) 
We continue by computing 
listrec(snd(y), Ahass.i(fsf(y)), (a, 71, c)Aiass.j(Aass.treerem[e])) [e] 
: Purse( wd)+lPurse( wd) 
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This is an application, the lirrrec expression is computed to yield an object of a 
function type which is applied to the expression e. Since y is an object of type 
P( I’d), it is also an object of type m# Word giving 
fit(y):fT 
snd(y): Word 
There are two possibilities, either snd(_v) is the empty list or it is a non-empty list 
of the form a::b. Therefore, the manner in which computation continues depends 
on the form of snd(y). 
7.1.1. snd(y) = nil 
We continue by computing 
Abass.i(fst(y)) 
This is already in canonical form and can be applied to e yielding 
i(fif(y)) : furse( wd)+lPurse( wd) 
This expression is in canonical form and no further computation need take place. 
The object is an injection into the left summand implying 
jif(y) : furse( wd) 
The objectJq:Fl(y) is the parse tree constructed by the program. Therefore, by applying 
the proof object of the specification to a word, the word is parsed and its correspond- 
ing parse tree constructed. 
7.12. snd(y) = u::b 
We continue by computing 
hiass.j(Aass.freelem[e]) 
This is already in canonical form and can be applied to e yielding 
j(AUss.free/em[e]) 
The object is injected into the right summand so we have 
Auss.rreekm[ e] : lPurse( wd) 
This is an object of a function type (since 1A is identified with A+ 0 ) which 
produces absurdity for any argument value. The computation of an absurdity in 
Type Theory is equivalent to an error situation in conventional programming 
languages. 
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We continue by computing 
j(hass.z[(ass, nil)]) : Parse( &)+iParse( wd) 
The object is injected into the right summand so we have 
~ass.z[(ass, nil)] : 1f’urse(wd) 
This is an object of a function type which produces absurdity for any argument value. 
We have seen that the program constructs a parse tree when applied to a sentence 
of the language, and computes absurdity when applied to an invalid string. In 
general, we require meaningful error messages from a parser. To incorporate this 
into the Type Theory program, the specification would have to be extended to define 
what the error messages should be and when they should be generated. For example, 
we could extend the program specification to 
(Ilw: Word)(Parse(w) + (Z~:lPar.se(w))Error(x)) 
For some word w, objects of type (5:1Pnrse( w))Error(x) are pairs of the form 
(x,_v) where X, an object of type iParse( is a proof that H’ is not parsable, 2nd 
y is an object of type Error(x). The objects of Error(x) are error messages; the 
particular message depending on why parsing failed (coded by x). 
8. Limitations 
Our principal aim has been to display how we can synthesize a program from a 
proof of correctness of its specification using Martin-Lof’s Theory of Types. We 
have done this via the example of developing a parser for a simple language of 
expressions and considering the proof in detail with an eye to formalizing it in the 
Type Theory system. Although we have not been concerned with the development 
of a general purpose strategy for parsing, we note some limitations of our approach 
with respect to this goal. 
(1) We have developed a particular parsing algorithm for a particular grammar. 
This being the normal top-down algorithm one would expect for the grammar. This 
algorithm is a consequence of the proof strategy. A different strategy would yield 
a different algorithm. A more general approach is adopted by Partsch [Ill. Partsch 
develops a program for Earley’s context-free recognition algorithm (restricted to 
grammars with single symbol lookahead) by program transformation. Consequently, 
a family of parsing algorithms indexed by particular context-free grammars results. 
(2) In the grammar we have considered, there is a one-to-one correspondence 
between sentences of the language and parse trees. However, consider the language 
e::= id ( (‘e)’ 
All sentences of this language are just an identifier arbitrarily nested in parentheses. 
Therefore, all parse trees consist of a tip containing an identifier. It is not possible 
to reconstruct the exact sentence from a parse tree because of the many-to-one 
relation between sentences and parse trees. 
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The condition on a word, H?, being parsable (i.e. there exists some parse tree, r, 
such that .Eq( Word, w, spell(t)) holds) is too strong for such a grammar. We would 
have to weaken this condition to take account of the many-to-one relation. This 
would inevitably make the condition more complex. 
Alternatively, we could associate parse trees with the concrete syntax. Till now 
parse trees have represented the abstract syntax. A parse tree for the above grammar 
would then either be a tip consisting of an identifier, or a node (corresponding to 
a parenthesized expression) containing another parse tree (corresponding to the 
expression in parentheses). 
(3) As noted earlier, we have coded the type Tree into the Type Theory system 
to give it the status of a primitive type. This was done for convenience. Deriving 
the type Tree in terms of the well-order type suggested in Section 7 would not have 
made the proof any more difficult, but would have involved more detail. In general, 
we cannot expect to introduce new types at will and code them into the system. 
9. Conclusion 
The problem solved here was first presented and proved by Gloess [2]. We are 
more interested in Cohn and Milner’s proof [I ] owing to the similarities between 
the Type Theory and LCF sysfems. Petersson’s implementation of Type Theory [ 121 
is built on top of the Edinburgh LCF system with Type Theory replacing PPX as 
the logic. This results in both systems using the powerful and flexible functional 
language ML as a metailanguage. Both logics use the natural deduction style of 
theorem proving, are rooted in the lambda calculus, and contain object and type 
expressions. The major difference between LCF and Type Theory is in the character 
of the underlying logics. This has a significant effect on how we approach the 
specification and proof of correctness of a program. 
Type Theory is a constructive logic. Therefore, in addition to giving a proof of 
a specification we also construct a computational procedure. When we view a type 
as a specification of a task, this computational procedure is then viewed as a program 
which satisfies the specification. In general, the program development process in 
Type Theory consists of specifying a problem, by giving its type, followed by 
constructing an object which is a member of this type via the rules of inference. At 
no point do we explicitly write a program, it is a direct consequence of the proof. 
The program derived from a proof outlines how the proof was performed. The form 
of an expression determines what rule ofinference was used to construct it. However, 
details of how equalities were proved cannot be determined since they are represen- 
ted in the proof object by a constant. 
In contrast, LCF is based on a logic called PPA, due to Scott. This is a classical 
logic designed for reasoning about continuous functions over partially ordered 
domains. Being a classical logic, proofs are not constructive. Therefore, it is not 
possible to derive a program from the proof of correctness of its specification. To 
develop programs in LCF, we must give a comnutable function for solving the 
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problem and a specification of the properties it should have. The function must 
then be proven correct with respect to the specification. 
Another important difference between Type Theory and PPh is the class of 
functions expressible in the logics. PPA is sufficiently powerful to express the entire 
class of Turing computable functions, i.e. the class of partial recursive functions. 
In Type Theory, only the class of provably (within Type Theory) total recursive 
functions can be expressed. This was a conscious design decision by Martin-Liif so 
that all computation in his theory would be finite, i.e. termination is guaranteed. 
This is achieved by restricting the use of recursion to primitive recursion; the use 
of high order functions allows the class of primitive recursive functions to be 
extended to the provably total recursive functions. In practical terms, this means 
that there are functions expressible in PPA which can never be expressed in Type 
Theory. However, termination is guaranteed in Type Theory. A program proof in 
PPA is only a proof of partial correctness. It is necessary to show termination in 
order to obtain a proof of total correctness. 
The specification of the problem given by Cohn and Milner is 
W’D[ I] is true if I is a well-defined parse tree. This is necessary because the domains 
of PPA admit the possibility of infinite or partially defined objects. parse is the 
parsing algorithm (top-down, general recursive) being proven correct and unparse 
is equivalent to our spell function, 
The proof of correctness is by gcncralization followed by structural induction on 
trees, I. For each case in the induction, it is assumed that WO[f] holds and 
is shown for arbitrary w. This equality is established by using the definitions of 
parse, lrnpurse and appenll as rewrite rules. Therefore, the parsing algorithm is 
defined before the proof and it is shown that any parse tree constructed by the 
algorithm has the desired property. 
We could not have proceeded in a similar manner because we do not construct 
a parsing function before carrying out the proof. Our aim is to synthesize the parsing 
function from the proof. Therefore, our strategy is to perform a course-of-values 
induction on the word representing the argument to the parsing function. However, 
if we denote the program derived from our proof by purse’, then the following 
proposition is easily shown 
(III: PT) Eq( Word, parse’[speff( 1)], 1) 
This is equivalent to the LCF specification except that purse’ only constructs a parse 
tree when applied to valid sentences, not to words with sentences as prefixes. The 
strategy for establishing this would be the same as that for proving the LCF 
specification, i.e. generalization, structural induction on f, and rewriting using the 
definitions of purse’ and spell (via the equality rules of Type Theory). 
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The LCF proof has a more limited scope than the one described here. The LCF 
specification says that any word with an initial segment corresponding to some parse 
tree is parsable. In effect, this restricts the domain of the parsing function to those 
words which can be parsed. No account is given of those words which are not 
parsable, they are simply not in the domain of the parsing function. The Type 
Theory specification says that for an arbitrary word w, either we can prove w is a 
sentence of the language (and give a procedure for constructing the parse tree 
corresponding to it). or we can prove it is not a sentence of the language. 
One of the aims of the Edinburgh LCF project is to enable proofs to be performed 
by machine in a concise and elegant manner. To this end, a notation for tactical 
reasoning, based on informal mathematical proofs, has been adopted. It is pre- 
dominantly goal-directed; repeatedly, a goal is replaced by a number of subgoals 
whose truth establishes the truth of the original goal. Proofs in this style use a 
mixture of different subgoaling techniques, called tactics, and combinators for 
combining tactics into more powerful ones, called tacticals. The idea is to extract 
from the informal proof a strategy which can be represented in the tactical notation. 
This strategy should be sufficiently detailed to enable the LCF system to generate 
and check the formal proof corresponding to the strategy. 
The strategy given for the parser problem is 
USELEMMASTAC 
THENTREEINDUCTAC 
THEN SIMPTAC 
THEN REPEAT(GENTACORELSE DISCHTAC) 
THEN RESTAC 
THEN SIMPTAC 
No tactical notation had been incorporated into the system the Type Theory proof 
was performed in. Therefore, a formal proof was given. Assuming we had some 
tactical notation similar to the LCF system, the strategy for the proof of the 
generalized specification would look something like 
(LISTELI MTAC “W”) 
TllEN ( (PIINTRTACTHEN FUNlNTRTACTtlEN UNlONTKITACTtlEN2.1.1) 
ORELSE ( PIINTRTAC 
THEN (LISTELIMTAC “x-1 
TtiEN ( (FUNIN’I’R~l’ACTtII;N UNIONINTRJTACTtlEN 2.1.1) 
ORELSE ( (FUNELIMTAC”P(rt+Noc(P(rt)“) 
TtIEN FUNINTRTAC 
TtlEN(UNIONELIMTAC”b-1 
THEN ( 22.2. I 
ORELSE 2.2.2.2 
ORtiLSE 222.3 
ORELSE ?.?.2.4 
ORELSE ?.2.2.5 
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where the numbers denote the tactics corresponding to the proofs of those numbered 
goals in Section 6. The structure of this tactical proof reflects the structure of the 
informal proof, displaying how the notation can be used to represent informal 
proofs. Thus, the necessity to give a formal proof is removed. 
The tactical solution for the Type Theory proof is by far the more complex. Two 
reasons for this can be identified 
(I) as noted above, the LCF proof does not consider words which cannot be 
parsed, whereas the Type Theory proof considers all possible words. Therefore, 
there are more cases to be considered in the Type Theory proof. For example, all 
of Sections 6.4, 6.6, 6.7.1.2, 6.7.1.4, 6.7.2, 6.7.4.2 and 6.7.5 of the informal proof are 
concerned with showing that words of certain forms cannot be parsed. 
(2) more of the entire task is apportioned to the proof in Type Theory. The 
purpose of the LCF proof is to ensure the algorithm, already constructed, has the 
correct property. The purpose of the Type Theory proof is to show that an algorithm 
exists and to construct it from the proof. Thus, the construction of the algorithm 
is part of the specification in LCF but part of the proof in Type Theory. 
It is to be expected that placing a greater burden on the proof will increase its 
complexity. 
A proof editor has been implemented for Type Theory [4] allowing proofs to be 
performed in the goal-dircctcd style. The combination of the more natural goal- 
directed proof style and the automatic generation of subgoals by the editor is a 
substantial aid to performing a proof. However, the implementation of the parser 
proof with this tool would still be a tedious process and more investigation of proof 
strategies and automated deduction is required. 
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Appendix A. A non-constructive proof 
Assuming we had a rule corresponding to the law of the excluded middle, such as 
A lvpe 
1-e-m : A+iA 
WC could perform the proof as follows: 
W: Word 
Pafse( w) rype 1-e-m : A+lA 
1-e-m : Parse(w)+iParsetw) 
3s 
Aw.l_e-m: (Uw: Word)(Parse(w)+lPurse(w)) 
This proof clearly displays why the law of the excluded middle is non-constructive. 
In the proof, the object we have constructed, hw.I_e_m, can be applied to an arbitrary 
object of type Word, say wd, by II-elimination to give 
(Aw.l_e_m)[wd]: Purse(w)+lParse(w) 
By IT-equality this is equivalent to 
1-e-m : Purse(wd)+lParse(wd) 
However, we cannot compute the proof object I_e_m any further, it is a constant. 
All this says is that either the word wd is parsable or it is not parsable. It does not 
allow us to compute which of the two possibilities it is. Nor, if it is the former, to 
construct the parse tree corresponding to wd. Thus, we see that the law of the 
excluded middle has no computational content and is therefore not constructively 
valid. 
Without the law of the excluded middle, the disjunction A + 1A is proved cithcr 
by constructing an object of type A, say x, and injecting into the left summand 
i(x) : A +lA 
or constructing an object of type lA, say y, and injecting it into the right summand 
j(y): A+lA 
Thus, when computing the object of type A +lA, we know which of the two 
summands holds since the objects must either be of rhe form i(x) or j(y). We can 
then compute the object of the particular summand by computing either x or y as 
appropriate. 
Appendix B. Definitions 
(a) General dejinirions 
lengfh = (I)lisrrec( f, 0, (x, y, z)srdcc( z)) 
append = (11,12)listrec(ll, 12, (x, y, z)cons(x, z)) 
fsl = (p)vNp, (4 ~1~~) 
snd = (PbpWp. (x, Y)Y) 
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plus = (m, n)rec(m, II. (x, _v)succ(y)) 
feq=(m, n)Sigma(N,(.~)Eq(N,p[us(m,.r), n)) 
hd = (I)fisfrec( 1, e, (x, y, z)x) 
(b) Types 
Lp= Rp=Id=Op= Unit 
S.vm =+(Lp,+(Rp.+(fd,+(Op, 0~)))) 
Word = List(Sym) 
PT = Tree( Id. Op, Op) 
(c) Symbol consrruclors 
lparen = i( It) 
rparen =j( i( tt)) 
symid = (x)j( j( i(x))) 
symuop=(x)j(j(j(i(x)))) 
symbop = (x)j( j( j( j(x)))) 
(d) Parse tree/ word correspondence 
(e) 
spell = 
( I) Irecrec( I, (x)cans( symid( x), nil), 
(x, y. y’)corrs(syrrlfrop(~~), y’), 
(X, y. :, y’, z’)cons( /pawn, 
appcnd(y’, con.s(symbop( x), 
upperid (cc’, wns( rpciren, 
nil)))))) 
The (dependent) rype oj’parsoble strings 
Parse = (w)Subsel( PT, ( pr) Eq( Word, w, spe/l( pr))) 
(f) Problem speci]icrrtion 
Pi( Word, (w) + (Parse( w). Nol( Purse( w)))) 
(6) Generaked problem 
P=(w)Subsel(#(PT, Word), 
(pw)Eq( Word, w, append(spell(~r(pw)), snd(pw)))) 
Pi( Word, (x)+(leq( /engfh(x), length(w)), 
+( P(x), Nor(P(x))))) [w: Word] 
Appendix C. Proof script for main proof 
The proof script generated by performing the proof in the system is given below. 
This is approximately what would appear on the screen if the proof was done 
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interactively in the system. Because of the difficulties in translation between a 
dehniendum and its corresponding definiens, the script has been altered. The system 
does not always replace a definiendum by its corresponding definiens, when this is 
possible, leading to an increase in the size of expressions and a corresponding 
decrease in readability. Those translations have been performed by hand. 
The proof is too large to include it all in this appendix. The following theorems 
have been assumed for the purposes of the proof. They are given together with the 
ML variables they are bound to in the script: 
variable theorem 
P- H*_ type 
Parse_ n,_ type 
gen 
lrce~m lern 
‘I P( w) ype [w: Word]” 
” Parse( w) type [ w: Word]” 
“gen : Pi( Word, (.‘c)+( leq( length(x), lengrlr( up)), 
+( P(X), Nof( P(x))))) [w: Wwd]” 
” treelenl : Nor( Eq( Word, spell( t I), 
appcwd( spd( 12). cons( a, h)))) 
[II:PT; IZ:PT; a:S_vnr; h: Word]” 
1‘ S:JHST (SUiXTSymforAln (typccheck “lcnoth(~l”Il “n” LEQldLRM :: 
7> Ivt Pw Not. Pu - F’UN~llrn (PIolIm gc:n (Wordv.lr “w”l J It :: 
i’Y iv<,t. PW - “.rpply(applylqlrn,u) ,?alrlO.~~~) _ _ : t(P(w),NoCIP(u))) [U : WordI” 
: thm 
I> bcqln Pw.casc :: 
Sccclon lemma bequn 
5> let xl - PTvar “xl” :; 
xl - “xl : PT (xl : PTI” : thm 
6> let spcllxl - SURST xl “t” spell t Word ;; -- 
spellx1 - “spell(xl1 : Word [xl : PTI’ : thm 
7> let asstype x - EQform Word (Wocdvar “~“1 (mk app spcllxl x) :: _ 
asstype - - : thm -> thm 
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e> let basstype - asstype (LIS'lntrnll Word) :: 
basstype - “Eq(Wo~d.w,append(spell(xl).nll)~ type [U : Word: xl : PT)" : thm 
9, EQintr (TRANS (EQellm (VARlntr basstype “bass’) t 
, (SYM (EPellm (SUBST spellxl 
I '1" 
I (SUBSTSymforAln LISTappnllLEH))l)) :: 
*e : Eq(word,w.spell(xl)l 
[u : Word: xl : PT: bass : Eq(Word.w,append(spell(xl),nll)) 1" : thm 
10, SUBSETintr '(pt)Eq(Word,u,spel~(ptl)" xl it :: 
" x 1 : Parse(u) [xl : PT: v : word; bass : Eq(Word,w,append(spell(Xll,~il~~ 1” 
: thm 
11> let base - FUNlntr "bass" basstype (UNIONlntr It 
# (NOTform Parse u type)) :: -- 
base = "lambda((bass)[l(xl)l) 
: ->(Eq(Word,u,append(spcll(xl),nll~l,+(Parse(wl,Not~P~~se(~))~~ 
IU : Word: xl : PTJ" : thm 
12, Ict lasstype - asstype (LISTlntrcons (Symvar "a") (wordvar "b")) :: 
Lasstypo - "Eq(Word,u,appcnd(spello.cons(a.b)ll type 
[u : word; XI : PT; a : Sym; b : Word]” : thm 
13, let a:;5 - VARLntr Parse v type “ass” :: -- 
a59 - “as3 : Parse(u) [w : Word: ass : Pacse(ulI” : thm 
14> EQlntr (TRANS (SYM (Epcllm (SUBSETellm2 ass))) 
8 (EQollm (VARlntr lasstype “lass”) 1) :: 
*e : Eq(Word,spell(ass),append(spell(xl~,consla,b~l~ 
[u : Word: ass : Parse(u1: xl : PT; a : Sym: b : Word: 
lass : Eq(Word.u,append(spell(xl~ ,cons(a,b))) I” : thm 
15~ NOTellm (SUBST (SUBSETeliml ass) "tl" (SUBST xl "t2" tree_leml) it :: 
"apply(tree1em.e) : Null 
[W : Word; ass : Parse(u): xl : PT: a : Sym: b : Word: 
lass : Eq(Word,u,append(spell(xl~,cons(a,bl~~ I” : thm 
16> NOTlntr "ass" Parse Y type it :: -- 
“lambda ( (ass) [apply(treelem.el 1) : Nor (Parse (~1) 
[u : Word: xl : PT: a : Sym: b : Word: 
lass : Eq(Word,w,append(speIlo.cons(a.b~~~~” : thm 
17> FUNlntr “lass” lasstype (UNIONlntr Parse Y type It) ;; -- 
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'lambda( (lass) [jllambda((ass) [dpplY(tKeelem.ell))ll 
: ->(Eq(Word,w,append~spello.consO~l,+(?arse(u~,NoL(Pd~Sel~~lll 
[u : Word: xl : PT: a : Sym: b : Word]' : thm 
IS> LISTelim (Wordvar 'x2-J base ('a','b','c',lt) :: 
'listrec(x2,lambda((bass) [llxlll). 
(a,b,c)[lambda((iassl(j~lambda~~ass~~apPly(t~ee~em~~l~~l~l~~ 
: ->(Eq(Word.u,appendlspello.x2~~. +(Parselu),Not(Parse(v)))) 
(x2 : Word: v : Word: xl : PTJ' : thm 
19> end lemma :: 
Section lemma ended 
20> let lem - It :: 
lem - "llstrec(xZ,lambda((bass) [1(x1) 1). 
(a,b,c~[lambda((lass~:j(lambda~O(apply~treelem,e~l~~l~1~ 
: ->(Eq(Word,w,append(spell(xl~,X2~l,+(ParS~~~l,NOt~PdKSe(~~~ll 
[x2 : Word: Y : Word: xl : PTI" : thm 
21> let y - VARlntc P u type "y" :: -- 
y - "y : P(w) [w : Word: y : P(w)I" : thm 
22> lot yl - SUBSETcllml y :: 
y: - "y : PTW [w : Word: y : P(w) 1" : Lhm 
23, SUDST (PAIRcllml yl) 'xl" (SUMT (PAIHellm2 yll "x2" lem) :: 
"ll~trcc(snd(y),lambda((b~ss) ~l(Kst(~l)ll. 
(a,b,c) [lambda(~l~ssl(~llambda(l~ss~ ~a~pl~~Lrc~~l~m.~ll~~I~ 11 
: ->(Eq(Word.u,append(sp~ll~~sL~y~~.snd~y~~l.~~P~~~~~~~,N~t~P~~acol)~ 
Iv : Word; y : P(w) I” : Khm 
24~ FUNellm It (EQlncr (EOcllm (SUBSETellm2 ~1)) :: 
"apply(lls~rec(snd(y), 
lambda((bassl[l(fst~yll]), 
(a,b,c) [lambda((lasSllj(lambda((assl Lapply(Lrec1em.e) 11) it]), 
e) 
: t(Parse(vl,No~lP~~se(v)lll 
[u : Word: y : P(w) 1" :.Lhm 
25> end Pu.case :; 
Section Pu.Case ended 
26> lot PW case - 1c :: 
PW_Cd.w - "apply(llstrec(snd(y). 
lambdal(bass) Il(fsc(ylll), 
1a.b.c) [lambda(Class) (j(lambda((ass) !applYltreelem. 
ell)lll 1) e 
el 
: +(?arse(~l.Not(Parse~v~ll 
[u : 5iord: y : P(w)]" : chm 
27> begin Not.Pu.case ;: 
Sectton Not.Pw.case bequn 
28, lot z - VARlntr (NOTform P v type) "2" -- 
* and ass - VARlntr Parse U type *aSS* :: -- 
z = "2 : Not(P(uI) [u : Word: z : Not(P(wlll" : thm 
ass - -ass : parse(w) [w : Word: ass : Parse(w) I" : thm 
29, let ass1 = SUBSETellml ass :: 
ass1 = "ass : PT [W : Word: ass : Parse(w : thm 
IO> let palr_ass nil - PAIRLntr ass1 (LISTlntrnll Word) :: 
palr_a~~_nll - "palr(ass.nll~ : PTW [W : Word: ass : Parse(w : thm 
31> EQlntr (TRANS (EQollm (SUBSETcllmZ ass)) 
I (EQollm ISUBST (SUBST ass1 “t” spell t Word) _- 
, " I " 
I (SURSTSymforAln LISTappnllLEHj11) :: 
“0 : Eq(Word,u.appand(spnll(~ss~,nll~~ [w : Word: ass : Parse(u : thm 
32> EQOBJ ["(s~e";"(slEq(Word,w,app~nd(spell(s),nll))"] 
fi It_ 
I (SYM (cvalthm (PAIRellm "(s)PT" 
I palr_ass_nll 
I ("u","v",(PTvar "u"))))) :: 
” e : Eq(Word,u,append(spelllfst(palr(ass,n~l~~),nll)l 
(u : Word: ass : Parso I" : thm 
33> EQOBJ ["(s)e";" (s)Eq(Word,v,append(spell(fst~pd~~(dSs,ntl~~~,sll"~ 
I 1t 
* (SYM (evalthm (PAIRellm "(slword" 
‘ palr_ass_nll 
I ("u","v", (Wordvar "v"))))) :: 
*e : ~q(Wo~d,w,append(speIl(fst(palr(ass.nll)~~.s~d(p~~~(ass,n~l)))~ 
Iu : Word: ass : earse(w)J" : thm 
34> SUBSETlntr "(ptu~Eq(Word,u.append(spell(fsK(ptw)),snd(p~~~))" 
I palr_ass_nl1 
, 1t :; 
"palr(ass,nll) : p(u) [u : Word: ass : Parse(u : thm 
Dencarron of a pamng algorithm in a rheory of types 
35> N0Tint.r "ass- parse u type (NOTellm I It1 :: x- 
‘lambda((asS1 [a~~ly(z,pairlass.~ll~~I) : NotiPa:selw)l 
[w : word; 2 : Not iP (~1 1 I ” 
36> UNIONlntr Parse v type -- 
“j(lambda((ass) [apply(z,pal 
: thm 
It :: 
r(ass,nll)~ll) : +(Parse(ul.Not(Parse(ull) 
[w : Word: z : Not(P(ullI” : thm 
37~ end Noc.Pu.case :; 
Section NoK.Pw.c~s~ ended 
38> UNIONelim PU Not_Pu ("y-,Pw_casel ("z".ltl :: 
"when(a~ply(a~ply(oen.u).palr(O,e~), 
(y) [apply(llstrec(snd(y). 
lambda ( 
(a,b.c) 
(bass1 [l(fsC(y)) Il. 
(lambda((lass~[j~lambda~~assl~apply~treelen, 
e~l~)llll, 
(2) [j (lambda ( Lass1 [apply ( 
: *(Parse~~l.Not(Parsc(wl~) 
[ '4 : Word]” : thn 
33> PIlncr *w.' Word It :: 
r,palr(ass.rl!l)) III I) 
41 
Iambda( (wl [uhe~(~apply(appIy(ocn.u) ,palr(O.ell, 
(~1 [~pyly(llstrec(snd(y), 
Lambda 1 (bass) I1 (fst (y) I I ), 
(a,b.c) 
[lambda 
((lass) [j(lambda 
((ass) (apply(treoicm. 
C)1)lllI), 
e) I, 
~z~[j~lnmbda~(assl~applylz,~alr~~ss,nll~~lll~ll~ 
: Pl(Word.(ul* (Parse(v),Not(Parse(w))~)~~ : thm 
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